I would like to register my strong objection to the proposed amendment No Jab No Pay Bill introduced in Parliament on the 15/09/15 including the proposed prevention of unvaccinated children for enrollment in childcare centers without medical exemptions. What this bill proposes is the acceptance, employment and regulation of discriminitary social and financial punishments based on a medical procedure. Based on our Australian constitution this is not only unethical it is criminal. Many families like mine have made educated decisions not to vaccinate based on hours of research and the health and wellbeing of our children. I do not believe that governments or religions or any entity has the right to dictate medical preferences to its citizens. The science is flawed, corrupt and far too easy to discredit. The Australian Medical Association is an archaic institution that has been bought out to dictate to those in the medical field that which benefits Pharmaceutical companies, who continually sweep real deaths, real damage and the resultive real concerns of parents under the matt to side step accountability and liability.

Thankyou Ms Megan Fisher